
Hero Shuffle
A fast-paced puzzle-combat game



Hero Shuffle
Designed for Mobile platforms such as iPhone, iPad, or Android devices.

Hero Shuffle is an Action-Puzzle game that fuses the team-building of 
Puzzle&Dragons with the Real-Time Combat of Crusader’s Quest, 
sending the player to discover and explore an engaging world while collecting 
vibrant and interesting Heroes.



During combat, the 
player takes a 
team of Heroes 
to battle against 
ferocious enemies.

The combat features an 
Active-Time system, 
where heroes and 
enemies trade blows in 
Real Time.

Core Gameplay:
  
Puzzle-Combat



Puzzle-Combat
This is a Hero!



Puzzle-Combat
During combat, he looks like a little icon.



He has his own Lane.Puzzle-Combat



Combat Tokens will 
randomly fill the Lanes at 
regular intervals.

These Combat Tokens 
allow Heroes to attack.

Puzzle-Combat



The player can move 
tokens vertically along 
the lane...



... and they can also 
move the token 
horizontally to other 
heroes’ lanes.

When moved, tokens 
switch places with 
tokens they pass over.



The player can tap a 
token to activate it, 
sending it to the front of 
the lane and queuing it 
for attack.



Multiple tokens can be 
queued up in this way.



When queued,
Active Tokens will 
appear with a 
countdown.

Once the countdown 
completes, the Hero 
unleashes their attack!



Once the token is used, 
it disappears from the 
lane, leaving room for 
more tokens on the field.

Tokens will fill the board 
at regular intervals; 
There is no limit on 
moving tokens, so 
organize the tokens 
faster than they appear 
on the field to stay 
ahead!

Puzzle-Combat



Puzzle-Combat
Tokens come in 1 of 4 types: Melee, Magic, Range, and Healing tokens.

Combat Tokens form a trifecta: 
Melee is effective against Magic Heroes, 
Magic is effective against Range Heroes, 
Range is effective against Melee Heroes. 



Puzzle-Combat
Heroes can use any token, but will perform much more proficiently when using a 
token of their type.



Tokens can also be powered up; 
 Combine 3 tokens vertically in a lane to create an Enhanced Token.

Enhanced Tokens perform the same function as regular tokens, but strike with 
much greater force!



Active Abilities are 
powerful skills that can 
be used in battle to do 
anything from dealing a 
mighty blow to the 
enemy, to healing all 
allies, or even instantly 
transforming tokens 
into Enhanced Tokens! 
Abilities can quickly turn 
the tide of battle!

Puzzle-Combat
In addition to regular 

attacks, many heroes can 
also use an Active Ability.



Active Abilities are powered up by attacking; the more a hero attacks, the sooner 
their Abilities will become available.

Enemies can use abilities too; Watch out for enemies that use especially strong 
attacks, or who can eliminate tokens of a certain type!



Puzzle-Combat
When the player starts off, combat success will primarily revolve around shuffling 
and organizing the combat tokens in a timely manner.

As the player becomes more skilled, they may begin to utilize more complex 
strategies such as taking advantage of Hero abilities, strategically exploiting 
enemy weaknesses, gathering powerful heroes to create cohesive 
team-synergy, and timing attacks during opportune moments.



For example, the player 
may find themselves up 
against a team of 
Ranged Archers, 
attacking from behind a 
Magic Barrier that will 
regenerate if it is 
destroyed.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies



Once their Heroes have 
their Active Abilities 
available, they can finish 
off the Magic Barrier by 
repeatedly attacking 
with their Melee 
Heroes, which the Magic 
Barrier is weak to.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies

The advanced player might 
attack the Magic Barrier, 

powering up their Heroes’ 
Active Abilities while 
healing any incoming 

damage. 



The player will want to 
defeat these Archers 
before the Magic Barrier 
replenishes itself, or else 
they risk having to defeat 
the Magic Barrier again 
while taking more 
damage.

They’ll want to use 
Magic Attacks, as the 
Ranged Archers are 
Weak to Magic.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies

Now that the Magic 
Barrier has been 

destroyed, the Ranged 
Archers are brought to 

the forefront of the 
battlefield.



Here, the player uses 
their Hero’s Active Ability, 
“Winds of Change”, 
which converts all 
Range Tokens on the 
field into Magic Tokens.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies

Now, the player may 
unleash a chain of 

planned attacks:



Directly following that, 
they use another Active 
Ability to convert all 
Magic Tokens on the 
field into Enhanced 
Magic Tokens.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies



Finally, their Magic Hero 
uses an Active Ability 
that absorbs the entire 
lane of Magic Tokens ...

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies



... And deals a 
tremendous blow to all 
enemies on the 
battlefield, dealing 
massive damage!

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies



As the player becomes 
more skilled, strategies 
such as these will form 
the core backbone of 
the gameplay, allowing 
the player to exercise 
their strategy, wit, and 
mastery of the game.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Advanced 
  Strategies  



Once the player 
completes the stage, all 
participating Heroes will 
be awarded a hefty sum 
of Experience, and the 
player will be granted 
loot, such as Gold and 
Items as a reward for 
their victory.

Puzzle-Combat:
  Victory & 
  Rewards



Progression: Characters & Items
As the player completes stages, their Heroes will become stronger and more 
capable as they accrue Experience.

The player will also acquire a variety of Items.



Any Item can be 
Equipped to provide 
bonus stats or effects to 
the Hero.

*This Item, for example, 
will slightly increase the 
speed at which combat 
tokens are introduced 
onto the field.

Characters &
Items

Items can be used for a 
variety of purposes:



Items can also be 
Consumed by a Hero to 
Upgrade them, providing 
extra Experience.

Characters &
Items



Items can be combined 
to Craft more rare and 
valuable items.

Characters &
Items



Rare items can even be 
combined to Craft 
Heroes!

Characters &
Items



... Or they can be used 
to Ascend a Hero, 
bringing that Hero to 
greater strength!

Characters &
Items



Characters & Items
The type and rarity of the Item rewards is dependant on the Stage; explore 
uncharted territory to discover new items to unlock and craft new Heroes and 
equipment!



As the player explores 
the world, the stages 
they encounter will 
steadily increase in 
difficulty. 

As they progress, they 
will also eventually gain 
access to Arenas, 
Material Zones, and 
Side Quests.

The Map



The Map
Arenas are special stages that grant the player high amounts of experience.

Material Zones are special stages that reward the player with more frequent and 
rarer items.

Arenas and Material Zones are only open for limited times during the day or on 
special days of the week.



Side Quests are optional 
stages that offer a tougher 
challenge to the player.
Unlike the Main Campaign 
(which has relatively no 
story), Side Quests have 
short, encompassed 
stories, provide rare 
rewards, and challenge 
the player’s understanding 
of the game’s mechanics.



For example, a stage 
might prevent Healing 
tokens from being 
generated onto the field.

The Map



The player may 
encounter an enemy that 
changes its type during 
battle, forcing the player 
to adapt on the fly ...

... Or they may confront 
an enemy so large that it 
removes the last 2 rows 
from the field, restricting 

the player to fewer tokens 
on a smaller board.



Though largely benign 
and short-lasting, these 
events serve to 
contextualize the 
player’s Heroes within 
the game world, help 
build an implied lore, 
encourages the player to 
consider other Heroes 
in their strategy, and 
strengthen the 
character-driven 
nature of the game.

The Map

During their travels, the 
player may also 

encounter enemies 
that respond to the 

player's team; enemies 
may become enraged 

against Heroes of a 
certain kind, but may 

cautiously regard other 
types of Heroes.



The Map
Completing Side Quest stages not only grants rare items and experience, but 
they also grant rewards that may temporarily or permanently alter the player’s 
experience within the game. 

For example, they might acquire a Ticket that reduces the Stamina cost of Arenas 
or Material Zones in certain areas, or provide free entry altogether.

In addition to all these things, the player is also rewarded with Titles and Badges 
that celebrate the player’s achievements within the game, which the player can 
present on their Player Card.



The player can also 
designate a Helper Hero. 
Much like Puzzle&Dragons 
or Dungeon Boss, Helper 
Heroes are Heroes that 
come from other players 
and assist in combat. 
Helper Heroes, as well as 
the Player Card itself, 
inform the player of other 
elements of the game, and 
introduce them to new and 
interesting Heroes.

Social

The Player Card is a card 
that presents a player’s 

awards and achievements. 
Highly customizable, the 

player can choose: 
a profile icon to display, 

a title that they’ve earned, 
the background image, 

as well as Badges, which 
represent the player’s 

accomplishments.



Summoning
Using another player’s Helper Hero rewards each party with Honor Points.
Honor points are one of the currencies used to Summon new Heroes and Items.

Gold is used for 
Great Summons.
A Great Summon 
grants random 
common and 
uncommon items.

Honor Points are 
used for 
Honor Summons.
Honor Summons 
grant uncommon 
items.

Gems are used for 
Epic Summons.
Epic Summons grant 
uncommon and rare 
items, and sometimes 
even whole heroes!



Once a player has 
acquired a Hero, that 
Hero joins their 
Collection. 

Finding cute, fun, cool, 
and interesting Heroes is 
part of the fun of 
Collecting!

Summoning

Through world exploration, 
Crafting, and Summoning, 

the player will eventually 
amass a wide variety of 

Heroes.



Events
In addition to the Arenas and Material Zones, there will also be Timed Events and 
Community-Participation Events. 
Timed Events may be stages that only open up during specific hours or days, or 
they may be timed opportunities to Summon special Heroes that may not typically 
be available.
Community-Participation Events are stages that require multiple players to 
engage and conquer. For example, a stage may be available for several days, and 
the amount of players that participate will determine the length of the event and 
what kinds of rewards the community receives.

Seasonal Events will also occasionally pop up. These give the player the 
opportunity to enter themed stages and fight seasonal enemies!



Conclusion
Hero Shuffle is a mobile game with strong collection mechanics, interesting 
characters and worlds to explore, and a unique take on puzzle-combat that is 
scalable for both casual and skilled players alike.
Social mechanics such as the Player Card and Helper Heroes introduce players 
to new content, and deep progression and crafting mechanics help retain 
invested players.



Q & A


